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BLEPHAzuTIS
(blep-I"IH-ry-TUS) swelling, and itching.
CAUSES: For reasons not fully understood, some people have greasy or
scaly skin, a tendency that often runs in families. Inflammation of the eyelids,
usually with redness, also has scaly lid margins. Though usually a minor
irritation, in some people it can lead to very serious complications.

EFFECTS: Redness and irritation are effects of the scaling lid margins, often
killing the hair follicles of the lashes, resulting in loss of some or many lashes.
These scales occasionally fall into the open eye, causing redness, irritation,
stinging or burning. Some individuals may develop allergies to the scales or to
the bacteriathat cluster on the lashes. This can lead to more serious problems
with breakdown of the tissue of the eye, especially the cornea, Frequently
styes or lumps on the eyelids come and go or eyelids may stick together in the
morning can also occur.

SCALES ARE LOCATED: On the margin of the lids along the line where the
lashes emerge form the skin. These scales do not lie on the undersurface of the
lids.

CONTROL: There is no specific cure for blepharitis. It can, however,

be

controlled. Such control is a matter of good hygiene -See technique described
in following paragraph...
ITEMS NEEDED: Cosmetic Mirror, Q-Tip applicators, Washcloth.

TECHMQUE FOR CLEANING THE LIDS: This process may seem
cumbersome and difficult, but even children and elderly people with shaky
hands have learned to perform this task, so do not be discouraged.

STEP

l:

STEP

2: Following compresses, start with whichever eye is easiest and pull
one lid away from the eye by pressing the skin against the bone of

Begin with 5 minutes of compressing both eyes with a washcloth
in warm water. This will soften the scales and debris, permitting
easy removal.

the eye socket.

* Wet the Qtip with warm water

and then meticulously brush away

the granules and debris.

* BE CAREFUL to watch yourself closely using the mirror.
STEP

3:

Proceed then to the other lid of the first eye and then to the
lids of the other eye. With PATIENCE and PRACTICE you
easily find and brush away the little granules.

will

FREQUENCY RECOMMENDED FoR YoU: Depending on the severiry,
the technique recommended should be twice daily. Later, once every several
days may be all that is necessary. At first the lids may be irritated, but with
practice the technique can be done gently and with great effectiveness.

MEDICATION: There is a multitude of medications available for blepharitis
either in drops or ointment form. However, medications alone are NOT the
answer. No medication will pick off the scales which are the cause of the
redness and burning you suffer. Ophthalmologists may employ medication in
conjunction with the cleansing routine to contain or cure secondary bacterial

problems which frequently accompany this scaliness. Only the careful
attention you pay to the cleansing routine described will enable you to control
blepharitis. Lastly, oral medication (pills) is occasionally used in this
condition in an attempt to alter the composition of the glands or bacterial on
the lid margin.

